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k|ydkq / låtLokqsf] kf&\oqmd ljj/)f
1.

Digital Logic Fundamental
Digital and analog system, Numbering system, logic gates, Boolean algebra, Combinational logic
circuits, Sequential logic circuits, arithmetic operator and circuits, decoders, multiplexers,
demultiplexer, Flip Flops, Counters and registers, Memory devices.

2.

Computer Architecture and organization
Basic computer organization and design, Computer Instruction, Timing and control, Execution of
instruction, Input-output and Interrupt, Addressing modes, processor bus organization, stack
organization, Microprocessor organization, RISC / CISC architecture, I/O devices, Asynchronous data
transfer, DMA, I/O organization, memory system

3.

Computer system software
Machine languages, Assembly language, Interpreters and Compilers

4.

Operating system
Concept of process, preemptive and non- preemptive process, Symmetric Multiprocessing, parallel
processing. Micro-kernels, Concurrency, Mutual Exclusion and synchronization, deadlock, Scheduling,
Memory Management, Input/ Output and files: I/O devices and organization, Files and directories
organization, file system implementation, different types of OS (DOS, UNIX, LINUX, WINDOWS),
Distributed Systems: Distributed Message passing, RPC, Client/ Server architecture, Clusters, Security:
Authentication and access authorization, system flows and attacks, trusted system.

5.

Structure and object oriented programming
Types of data, data representation, data structure, arrays, operators, variables and assignments, control
structures, procedure/function, Class definitions, encapsulation, inheritance, object composition,
polymorphism, pattern and framework.

6.

Fundamental of Software Engineering
Software Process: Software life cycle model, risk-driven approaches, software project management,
Software requirements, Software design, Implementation, maintenance, SE issue (Formal issue, tools
and environments for software engineering, role of programming paradigm, process maturity and
improvement, ISO standards, CASE tools)
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7. Computer Networks
OSI model,
Network layer: Services, datagram and virtual circuits, routing principles and algorithms, Internet
protocol, IP addressing, IP transport, fragmentation and assembly, Internet Control Message Protocol,
routing on the internet, routing information protocol, Open Shortest path first, routing intervals, IPv6.
Transport Layer: Principles, multiplexing and demultiplexing, UDP, TCP, flow control, principles of
congestion control, TCP congestion control.
Application layer: Web and web caching, File transfer protocol, E-mail, Internet, Intranet, Domain
Name Service, Socket programming.
Distributed system and clusters
8. Data Structures
Abstract data type, Time and space analysis of algorithms, Big oh and theta notations, Average, best and
worst case analysis, linear data structures, binary tree, representations and traversals, Binary search trees,
balancing trees, AVL trees, Greedy methods, priority queue search, Exhaustive search, Divide and
conquer, dynamic programming, Recursion, Hashing, Graphs, digraphs, Sorting.
9. Database Management System
The relational model, ER model, SQL, Functional dependency and relational database design, file structure,
Transaction management and concurrency control, Crash Recovery, query processing and optimization,
indexing, distributed database systems and object oriented database system, data mining and data
Warehousing, security Management system.
10. Power and Environmental Conditioning
Power requirements for computer installation, UPS, Environmental conditioning requirements for computer
installation.
11. Economic and Financial Analysis
Methods of economic/financial analysis such as cost-benefit ratio, internal rate of return, net present worth,
payback period, minimum attractive rate of return and their application, risk analysis, tariff structure.
12. Institutional Know-How
a) General knowledge of Nepal Electricity Authority, its organizational structure and function of
various business groups.
b) General knowledge of various power plants of Nepal, their types, salient features and their
geographical locations.
c) General knowledge on Nepalese Power Transmission System, Voltage levels and Lengths, exportimport links for Power exchange with India.



